As the Office of the University Registrar (OUR) strives to make Degree Tracker a standard tool throughout Emory, schools are also taking the initiative to make it more useful by tailoring it to their needs. Emory College’s Degree Tracker project that aimed at enhancing the recording, identification and processing of Study Abroad courses delivered just that last fall in collaboration with the Office of International & Summer Programs (OISP), OUR as well as an outside consulting firm.

This enhancement streamlines the manner OISP enters Study Abroad data and significantly cuts the work UCOL’s administrators had to do completing exceptions to place Study Abroad courses in Degree Tracker. The initial entry by OISP can now articulate a Study Abroad course into its Emory equivalent which in turn can automatically be detected and used in a Degree Tracker report, thereby reassuring students their Study Abroad courses are counting as intended.

While most of the major programs are already using Degree Tracker in seven schools, last fall, we were focusing on setting up Certificate Programs for Public Health which is just completed.

We are currently working with Laney graduate school to implement Degree Tracker to their remaining Plans and Certificates Programs.

This spring, we are also looking to collaborate with Emory Up and Office of Undergraduate Education (OUE) to re-engage UCOL Departments that were not utilizing Degree Tracker to the fullest for various reasons with the goal to identify and alleviate any roadblocks.

We are also preparing to work with the School of Law to start setting up their Programs in Degree Tracker.

Let us know how we are doing - Complete a brief survey via: http://bit.ly/Emory-DT_Survey